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EDITORIAL 

Interest in constructing quantum computer systems has received 
big momentum in latest years, and feverish work is underway in 
many components of the world. In 2019, Google's lookup group 
made a foremost leap forward when their quantum pc managed 
to resolve a undertaking a ways extra shortly than the world's 
great supercomputer. The drawback is that the solved project had 
no realistic use in any way -- it was once chosen due to the fact it 
used to be judged to be convenient to resolve for a quantum 
computer, but very hard for a traditional computer. 

Therefore, an vital venture is now to discover useful, applicable 
issues that are past the attain of regular computers, however 
which a extraordinarily small quantum laptop may want to solve. 

"We favor to be positive that the quantum pc we are growing can 
assist clear up applicable troubles early on. Therefore, we work in 
shut collaboration with industrial companies," says theoretical 
physicist Giulia Ferrini, one of the leaders of Chalmers 
University of Technology's quantum pc project, which started in 
2018. 

Together with Göran Johansson, Giulia Ferrini led the 
theoretical work when a crew of researchers at Chalmers, 
together with an industrial doctoral pupil from the aviation 
logistics enterprise Jeppesen, currently confirmed that a 
quantum pc can clear up an instance of an actual hassle in the 
aviation industry. 

The algorithm validated on two qubits All airways are 
confronted with scheduling problems. For example, assigning 
person plane to exceptional routes represents an optimisation 
problem, one that grows very swiftly in dimension and 
complexity as the variety of routes and plane increases. 

Researchers hope that quantum computer systems will 
subsequently be higher at managing such issues than brand new 
computers. The fundamental constructing block of the quantum 
pc -- the qubit -- is primarily based on definitely exclusive 
standards than the constructing blocks of modern day 
computers, permitting them to take care of large quantities of 
data with fantastically few qubits. 
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